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SYNNEX is proud to be the exclusive enterprise 
distributor of Google Hardware devices 
and is leading the charge in the solutions 
Google brings to the market. From pre-
sales assessments to post-sale support, our 
dedicated team can support all of your Google 
needs and help you provide the full solution. 

To learn more, visit the SYNNEX Google website

Google and SYNNEX. It just works.

Why SYNNEX

https://www.synnexcorp.com/us/google/made-by-google/
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Premium Devices That Work Together

Google Hardware merges the best of Google hardware, software, and artificial intelligence so 
your customers can work and play harder. Benefits include:

The speed, simplicity, and 
security of Chrome OS 
in sleek designs built to 
maximize functionality  
and ease for every user  

and setting.

The ability to effortlessly 
access all content across 

numerous devices for 
seamless experience and 

usability.

Powerful technology that 
learns from user and gets 
better over time. Built for 

better efficiency and  
uptime.

The Pixel Slate, Pixelbook Go, and Pixel phones are available from SYNNEX. 
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Google Pixel Slate

Thoughtful modern computing for you

Google Pixel Slate is made to deliver brilliant entertainment, portable 
performance and everything you love about Google for how you live 
and work today – all in a beautiful 7mm thin and 1.6 lbs light design. 

Built for powerful performance
Get more done with powerful multitasking tools including split-screen, 
multi-window browsing, and collaboration apps like Google Docs, Sheets, 
and Slides.1

Stay connected with Duo Cam
Staying connected is easier than ever with Duo Cam’s wide-angle lens that 
keeps everyone in view and makes them look great, even in low-light.3

Made for each other
Pick up an article you started reading on your phone with Continue Reading 
or send and receive messages on your Pixel Slate with Messages for Web.4

Always up to date. Always-ready security. Pixel Slate automatically updates 
in the background, so you’ll always have the latest features and security 
without any hassles.2

1. For compatible accessories see https://get.google.com/madefor/.
2. Auto-updates and auto backup require an Internet connection.
3. Based on Signals Research Group technical study comparing video degradation time over 3G, LTE, and WiFi.
4. Requires Internet connection.
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Pixelbook Go

The Chromebook that goes anywhere, and keeps going

It’s barely 2 pounds1 and is just 13 mm thin, so it’s easy 
to bring along. And with up to 12 hours of battery life, you 
can go unplugged virtually all day.2 An 8th Gen Intel® Core™ 
Processor and Chrome OS keep you moving fast. The Titan™ 
C security chip and built-in anti-virus software help protect 
your data, so you can go without worry.3 

Whether you’re collaborating on a Google Doc in a cafe, 
catching up on emails during a flight, or watching movies 
while on vacation, you can do more on the go.

1. Weight varies by configuration and manufacturing process.
2.  Battery performance is based on a mix of video, web browsing, productivity and other use. Actual results may vary.
3.  Built-in virus protection relies on auto-updates and auto backup, which require an internet connection. Intel and Intel Core are trademarks of Intel 

Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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Anticipating Customer Refresh Needs

Automatic Update Expiration, or AUE, is a shelf life that ensures the latest software is always 
operating on the most suitable hardware. After AUE, devices will no longer have:

Security
Devices will stop receiving 

security updates for Chrome OS 
and Chrome browser as soon 
as they pass their AUE date.

Support
Google Support is unable to 

help with expired devices. Even 
if they’re able to pinpoint the 
issue, there is no way to push 
updates or fixes to resolve it.

Compatibility
As devices miss critical updates, 

the likelihood increases that 
certain apps and extensions will 
become incompatible and stop 

working altogether.

For advance notice of AUE dates for each Pixelbook device, click here.

https://support.google.com/pixelbook/answer/9413900?hl=en
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See What Chrome Can Do

Wondering how Chrome can help your customers?

For more details, email googlehw@synnex.com.

SYNNEX only ships demos to reseller directly, not the end user. 
This allows us to ensure our resellers are using the demos 
properly. If you are requesting the demo on short notice (within 
a week of the needed date), please provide your FedEx account 
information for shipping. Requestor assumes responsibility of 
the demo and all its contents upon delivery. Because of the high 

demand of these demos, not all requests will be able to be filled. 

REQUEST DEMO KIT
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Ecosystems

Google’s Titan Security Key
Compromised credentials are one of the most common 
causes of security breaches. Titan Security Keys are 
phishing-resistant two-factor authentication (2FA) 
devices that provide the strongest account protection 
and are recommended for all at-risk users, including IT 
administrators, executives, politicians, and activists.

Offering innovative device charging solutions for education, 
business, and healthcare, PowerGistics helps users 
take back the time they waste counting, deploying, and 
organizing devices. Benefits include barrier-free access, 
device charging management, device cord organization, 
industrial quality, and an open-air design that keeps  
devices cool.

PowerGistics
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Mobile Devices

Premium Devices That Work Together
Google Hardware devices merge the best of Google hardware, software, and artificial 
intelligence so your customers can work and play harder. The Pixel phones are available 
exclusively from SYNNEX. Discover what these devices can do for your customers and how 
they can provide you with extra margin through the SYNNEX activation program.
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Google Pixel 4

Pixel 4 is the phone made the Google way. So it’s built around the helpful Google software you 
know and love, that’s always getting better.

The Google phone

Keep your data protected. The custom-made 
Titan M chip helps secure the operating 
system and your most sensitive data, like 
passwords and biometric information.1

The new Google Assistant is the fast and 
easy way to get things done, control your 
phone, and multitask on the go.2

Motion Sense™ lets you control features of 
your phone with just a wave of your hand 
above the screen.3

1. See g.co/pixel/security for additional security information.
2.  US only. See g.co/assistant/languages for available languages.
3.  Coming soon to Japan. Motion Sense functional in the US, Canada, Singapore, Australia, Taiwan, and most European countries. Not all phone features 

are controlled by Motion Sense. For more information see g.co/pixel/motionsense.
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Artificial Intelligence at Work

AI Integration

People around the world know Google as one of the smartest technology players, so it should be 
no surprise that Google put that artificial intelligence to work in the Pixel phone.

Smart
Photography

The software in Pixel 4 
helps users take studio-

like photos anywhere. 
There’s nothing new 

to learn and no editing 
required.

Call
Screening

Know who’s calling and 
why before answering, 

see a real-time transcript 
of the discussion, 

and choose or create 
appropriate responses.

Google
Lens

Users can scan business 
cards directly into their 

contacts, add events 
to their calendar, use 
Google Translate with 
one click and more.

Live View
Maps

Google Maps makes 
it easier than ever to 

navigate the world with 
live-view directions to get 
users where they want to 

go, the first time.

Google
Assistant

Users can ask questions, 
play music, control their 

homes, and more.
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Mobile Activations

Cash in on Mobile Activations

Earn more by activating your customers’ smart 
phones, tablets, and IoT devices with SYNNEX.  
By joining forces with our mobility team, we  
offer full-cycle support for your team, and  
the opportunity to maximize profits on  
every transaction. 

SYNNEX has direct relationships with multiple top 
carriers but also offers carrier freedom through 
unlocked devices. By partnering with us, you can 
always make a sale based on your customer’s 
carrier preference and deliver devices that are 
completely ready to go.
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Wearable Technology

Glass Enterprise Edition 2
A hands-free device for smarter and faster hands-on work

Glass Enterprise Edition has helped workers 
in a variety of industries—from logistics, to  
manufacturing, to healthcare, to field services—
do their jobs more efficiently by providing hands-
free access to the information and tools they 
need to complete their work.  

Watch the video below to learn more.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IK-zU51MU4&feature=youtu.be
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Logistics

Increasing Operational Efficiency

At DHL, there is a supply chain process called ‘’order 
picking” where employees fulfill customers’ orders by 
scanning items from racks before moving them into 
totes or bins on carts. 

Using Glass with a partner software solution from 
Ubimax, pickers now receive all picking instructions 
directly from Glass, right in their line of sight. 
With “Vision Picking” freeing their hands of paper 
instructions, real-time picking instructions, and the 
scanning function of Glass, pickers can work far more 
efficiently and comfortably.

The result? 

DHL achieved 15% greater operational efficiency on 
average.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=I8vYrAUb0BQ
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Healthcare

Enhancing the Patient Experience

Patients should receive doctors’ undivided 
attention during office visits. By using Glass and a 
solution built by Augmedix, Sutter Health liberates 
doctors from the hours of documenting and 
charting health histories and medical conditions 
so they can spend more time doing the work they 
love – taking care of patients.

The result? 

Augmedix doctors saved an average of two 
hours per day increasing visit numbers without 
sacrificing quality of care.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSnmjJIEVBM
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Manufacturing

Enabling Greater Productivity 

GE partnered with Upskill to implement the 
Skylight platform with Glass in warehouses and 
manufacturing facilities globally. At Renewable 
Energy in Pensacola, Florida, wiring technicians 
experienced a significant percent increase in 
productivity and meaningful quality improvements 
while assembling wind turbines using Skylight 
with Glass.

The result? 

Upskill increased efficiency by 34% in the top box 
wiring process.

To see other ways Upskill and Glass are transforming tech, watch video below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTblKJjTadQ
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Contact Us

To get in touch, find your territory below or email GoogleHW@synnex.com. To learn more about 
SYNNEX Google solutions, click here.

West Region East Region
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Contact Us

To get in touch, find your territory below or email GoogleHW@synnex.com. To learn more about 
SYNNEX Google solutions, click here.

West Region East Region

Blue States: GoogleHW@synnex.com  |  864-349-4961
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Contact Us

To get in touch, find your territory below or email GoogleHW@synnex.com. To learn more about 
SYNNEX Google solutions, click here.

Green States: GoogleHW@synnex.com  |  864-447-5568

West Region East Region
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